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Abstract—Network calculus (also known as real-time calculus)
and event stream theory are two theories designed to compute
upper bounds on response time for real-time systems. Both
generalise the common periodic request arrival to any kind of
workload using cumulative functions. In network calculus, a data
flow is modelled by its cumulative curve, A(t), representing the
amount of data sent by the flow up to time t, whereas the event
stream theory counts the number of packets sent up to t, denoted
by E(t). Of course, the size of packets is a link between both
functions. This work presents a formal model embedding both
A, E, the packet function, and their basic relations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The correct behaviour of cyber-physical systems requires
some real-time control capabilities, i.e. the guarantee that some
response to some stimulus can be computed and sent to some
actuator within a given latency budget. The engineers need
some method to compute the response time of the computing
platform (involving calculators, busses, gateways, etc.) when
designing the system and allocating resources. Several methods target this goal, and among others, event stream theory
and network calculus are compositional methods, i.e. methods
where each component is stimulated by request flows (task
releases, message arrivals...), uses local resources, and where
an analytic method computes the flow output and bounds on
latency and memory usage.
In event stream theory [1], a flow is modelled by a function
E : R+ → N where E(t) represents the accumulated number
of task activations up to time t, whereas in network calculus [2], a function A : R+ → R+ represents the accumulated
amount of data received up to time t. Both CPU and network
can be generalised as resources, where E(t) represents the
number of requests (task activation, packets...), and A(t) the
amount of workload (CPU cycles, number of bits...).
The response time of a component mostly depends on its
workload: number of CPU cycles to execute, number of bits
to send, etc. From this assessment, one may conclude that an
amount-based model is the most adequate one. But in a distributed system, where a component produces some output that
activates some work on a second component, two situations
occur: in network elements (switches, routers), the workload
is directly related to the data size, whereas in computing
elements, the reception of a message is an event that will
release a task, whose workload is often independent of the
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message size. Then, analysing a distributed system requires to
handle both event arrivals and data/workload amount.
In most studies, only one function, E or A is modelled, and
the other one is implicit and deduced from the first one using
some model assumption on packets size or task execution
time. For example, considering a flow of packets of size p, the
number of packetsjreceived
k up to time t can be deduced from
A, setting E(t) = A(t)
. Conversely, if an event sequence E
p
generates, for each event, a packet of fixed size p, the amount
of data generated is simply A(t) = pE(t). This networkbased example can be translated into CPU scheduling, where
E counts the number of jobs and A the accumulated CPU
workload. In case of variable packet size, one may consider a
minimal and maximal size, p, p, and consider lower and upper
bounds: pE(t) ≤ A(d) ≤ pE(t).
In our experience, difficulties arise when considering flows
with correlated packets sizes: either because the flow itself has
different sizes (like the I,B,P frames of MPEG video encoding)
or, more often, because a flow is the aggregation of sub-flows
with different packet sizes.
A few works tried to generalise the minimal/maximal size
approach, introducing a function capturing this packet size
correlation, using either an explicit data amount and an implicit
event count [3], [4] or an explicit event count and an implicit
workload amount [5], [6].
This paper presents a model embedding explicitly both
aspects, in order to, first, have a better understanding of each
theory, and second, to be able to analyse a system with both
event stream and network calculus, enhancing at each step the
result of one theory with the one of the other.
This paper does not study how an input flow is transformed
into an output flow: network calculus and/or event stream
theory are designed for the analysis of each component. This
work targets the interfaces of the components.
The expected benefits of the work are: first, a better understanding of each theory, and a way for experts of one to
get knowledge on the other; second, since each theory has its
own method to compute, on each component, the delay and
input/output curve transformation, the model allows to analyse
each component with both theories, to keep the best of each
result, and to re-inject the results on the flow model from
each one to the other; last, the ability to model systems that
are coarsely modelled up to now.
The outline of the paper is as follows: first, Section II

gives an overview of the related work. Then, Section III
introduces some basic mathematical tools required to support
this framework. The model itself is presented and discussed
in Section IV. Section V shows how informations on two
functions can be combined to enhance our knowledge on the
third one. Last, Section VI shows how to model two important
elements: the packetizer and the aggregator.
II. R ELATED WORK
The event stream theory, with the pioneer work of
Gresser [7], has been developed to allow a compositional
analysis of real-time systems where several real-time components are hosting tasks, sharing resources, communicating
through data flows. As said in [1], “Compared to the holistic
approach, the compositional models are modularly structured
with respect to the architecture”. This work has been extended
by Richter et al. [8], [9]. At this time, the goal was to
rely, for each component, on the analyses of response time
already existing and to use the event stream model to compose
them1 . But this first goal has been extended, and several
specific analyses have been developed for specific cases [10],
[11], [12]. A global overview is presented in [1] whereas the
complete formal model can be found in [13].
In event stream theory, tasks are released by either some
internal timing decision (period, offset, etc.) or by reception of
an external packet or signal. Both notions are called events. An
event stream E(t) counts the accumulated number of events
received up to time t, and two functions, called event models,
denoted η + (∆) and η − (∆), are respectively an upper and
lower bounds on the number of events received during any
interval of length ∆.
The network calculus theory has been developed independently, from the seminal paper on network calculus [14], using
the term “a calculus for network delay”, to compute upper
bounds on network latency. In network calculus, the amount
of traffic received up to time t, A(t), is upper bounded by
an arrival curve α [14], [15]. But network calculus theory
does not rely on existing response time analyses, and develops
its own analyses methods. A real breakthrough, from our
point of view, is the introduction of the min-plus convolution,
independently done in [16], [17] and [18].
The real-time calculus [19], [20] is an adaptation of network
calculus to real-time time systems. Despite some changes in
notations, the formal models are, in fact, equivalent [21]. The
introduction of the lower bound on arrival was done in the
real-time calculus community [22], as well as the main related
results [19].
The event stream theory and network/real-time calculus are
somehow different in the algorithms used to compute bounds,
but they are very close on the way to represent requests: as see
in introduction, in event stream theory, the flows are modelled
by the number of events, E(t), whereas in network/real-time
1 “We

don’t necessarily need to develop new local analysis techniques if
we can benefit from the host of work in real-time scheduling analysis.” [8].

calculus, the flows are modelled by A(t) the amount of the
data or workload2 .
Both notions are equivalent when considering packets of
constant size, but in real systems, different flows may have
different packet sizes, and even in the same flow, the size
may vary from one packet to another. If only upper and lower
bound are known, simple approximations are sufficient, but
the sequence of sizes may have some regularity (also known
as correlation in [6]), requiring a more general model.
So, to link both notions, the sizes of a sequence of packets/requests must be captured. This has been done independently in [5], [6] and in [4], [3].
In [4], [3] a function P is introduced such that P (a)
represents the number of packets received for the amount of
data a, i.e. P (A(t)) is the number of packets received up to
time t, and two functions π, π are used to capture the minimal
an maximal values of the variation of P on some interval. In
this work, A is explicit and E implicit.
Conversely, in [5], [6], two functions γ l , γ u are used to
bound the workload generated by a sequence of events: E is
explicit and A is implicit.
This paper is a direct continuation of [4], [3]: considering
that E(t) is also the number of packets received up to t, the
relation P ◦ A = E is explicitly set and the mathematical
implications of this modelling are studied3 .
The results on aggregation of flows or packetizer are the
same in [4], [3] and in this paper.
Last, this paper only deals with data flow models, and does
not consider how an input flow is transformed in an output
flow by a component. Such results on blind components are
given in [4], [3]. And in [6], a workload-based service curve
is derived from the event-based service curve, and both are
used in each component.
III. M ATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
After introducing some notations and definitions related
to functions, section III-A presents the notion of interval
bounding pair (that generalises the notion of arrival curve and
event model) and section III-B presents the notion of pseudoinverse.
The set of natural numbers is N. The set of reals is R and
the subset of non-negative reals is R+ . Let us denote ∨, ∧ the
infix maximum and minimum operators (a ∨ b = max(a, b),
a∧b = min(a, b)), and ◦ the composition operator (f ◦g)(x) =
f (g(x)).
In the remainder of the paper, D and I will each denote
+ def
def
either N = N ∪ + {∞} or R = R+ ∪ {+∞}.
Definition 1 (Non-decreasing function). A function f : D → I
is called non-decreasing when for all x, y ∈ D, if x < y, then
f (x) ≤ f (y).
A non-decreasing function f is divergent if lim f (x) = ∞.
x→∞

2 The arrival curve is even defined as a generalisation of event stream model
in [19].
3 The Section IV-C will justify why we chose P and not γ.

Definition 2 (2-surjective function). A function f : D → I is
said 2-surjective if
0

0

0

∀y ∈ I, ∃x, x ∈ D, x 6= x , f (x) = f (x ) = y.

(1)

Proposition 1. A non-decreasing and 2-surjective function f :
D → I satisfies f (0) = 0.
A. Min/max-plus and interval bounding pairs
+

Definition 3 (Convolutions). Let f, g : R → I two functions.
The min-plus, and max-plus convolutions are respectively
defined as
n
o
+
def
(f ∗ g)(t) = inf f (u) + g(v) u, v ∈ R , u + v = t ,
n
o
+
def
(f ∗ g)(t) = sup f (u) + g(v) u, v ∈ R , u + v = t .
The respective Kleene-star closures, also known as subadditive and sup-additive closure, are defined by
def

f ∗ = inf {e, f, f ∗ f, f ∗ f ∗ f, . . .} ,

The core of the model presented in this paper is the function
P that associates to an amount of data the related count
of events. But the inverse relation is also of interest. And
since the function P is non-decreasing, the inverse functions
P −1 may not exist. More generally, event stream theory and
network calculus handle non-decreasing functions. But even if
the inverse does not exist, two pseudo-inverses can be defined,
and some of their properties are presented. This works partially
generalises the one presented in [25] or in [2, § 3.1.4]. The
intuition is quite simple, and is illustrated in Figure 1. The
proofs can be found in [26].
+

+

Definition 5 (Pseudo inverse). Let f : R → R be a non+
+
decreasing function. Then, f −1 and f −1 : R → R are
+
defined for all y ∈ R as
n
o
+
f −1 (y) = inf x ∈ R f (x) ≥ y
n
o
+
f −1 (y) = sup x ∈ R f (x) ≤ y
with the convention that sup ∅ = 0 and inf ∅ = ∞.

def

f ∗ = sup {−e, f, f ∗ f, f ∗ f ∗ f, . . .} ,
with e the neutral element of the min-plus convolution, e(0) =
0, e(x) = ∞ otherwise.
In [2] is given a comprehensive list of properties of these
operators (associativity, commutativity, isotonicity, etc.)
The next definition generalises the notions of arrival curves
of network calculus and event model of event stream theory.
+

Definition 4 (Interval bounding pair (IBP)). Let f : R → I
+
+
and φ, φ : R → R be three functions, φ and φ being nondecreasing. Then φ and φ are respectively a lower and upper
interval bounding function of f if
∀t, d ∈ R+ , φ(d) ≤ f (t + d) − f (t) ≤ φ(d).

(2)

The pair (φ, φ) is often denoted φ. This pair is called interval
bounding pair.
Conversely, the set of functions respecting the constraint φ
is denoted
def 
F(φ) = f ∀t, d ∈ R+ , φ(d) ≤ f (t + d) − f (t) ≤ φ(d) .
The condition (2) is equivalent with f ∗ φ ≤ f ≤ f ∗ φ [2].
Theorem 1 (Tightening interval bounding pair). Let
0
+
+
φ, φ, φ0 , φ : R → R be two pairs of functions. Then
 

∗ 
∗
F φ, φ = F φ , φ
0

B. Pseudo inverse

0

F(φ, φ) ∩ F(φ0 , φ ) = F(φ ∨ φ0 , φ ∧ φ )
The proof can be found in [2]. A better result, F(φ, φ) =
F(φ φ, φ φ) involving the min-deconvolution,
and the
max-deconvolution,
can be found in [23], [24], but these
operators are not presented in this article, by lack of space.

Proposition 2 (Pseudo inverses are non-decreasing). For any
+
+
non-decreasing function f : R → R , the functions f −1 and
f −1 are non-decreasing.
Proposition 3 (Continuity of pseudo inverses). For any non+
+
decreasing function f : R → R , f −1 is left-continuous and
f −1 is right-continuous.
Proposition 4 (Pseudo inverses and composition). For any
+
+
non-decreasing functions f, g : R → R
f −1 ◦ f (x) ≤ x ≤ f −1 ◦ f (x)
Moreover, if f is right-continuous
f ◦ f −1 ◦ f = f

(3)
(4)

and if it is left-continuous
f ◦ f −1 ◦ f = f.

(5)

Proposition 5 (Pseudo inverses and IBP). For any non+
+
decreasing
 function
 f : R → R , if φ, φ is an IBP for
−1
f , then φ , φ −1 is an IBP for both f −1 and f −1 . That is,
for all y, δ ∈ R

+

−1
φ (δ) ≤ f −1 (y + δ) − f −1 (y) ≤ φ −1 (δ)
−1
φ (δ) ≤ f −1 (y + δ) − f −1 (y) ≤ φ −1 (δ).

(6)
(7)

+

Moreover, for all y, δ ∈ R
−1
φ (δ) ≤ f −1 (y + δ) − f −1 (y) ≤ φ −1 (δ).

(8)

IV. T HE LINKING MODEL
This section presents the data flow model, made of three
curves, A, E, P . The definition, presented in Section IV-A,
will be discussed just after.

f −1 (y)

f (x)

x

y

Fig. 1. Illustration of pseudo-inverse.

Fig. 2. Model relations

time domain is a sound assumption. Nevertheless, while considering a distributed system, made of different sub-systems,
each sub-system may have its own clock, and hence its own
clock drift. There is then no guarantee that a common discrete
clock exists. This justifies our choice of a dense time domain.
+
We also set R as the domain of P . When a flow sends an
infinite amount of data, i.e. limt→∞ A(t) = ∞, it is an obvious
requirement, but event with a flow sending a finite amount
+
of data, i.e. limt→∞ A(t) = M ∈ R , the model requires
that P is defined even for values on [M, ∞). The theoretical
model may have been defined to weaken this requirement, but
it would imply a more complex definition. Nevertheless, the
Definition 9 will later have to restrict some condition on P on
its relevant prefix. This is a trade-off between including the
specific case of finite flow in the flow definition or further.

A. A mathematical definition

C. On information redundancy

Before giving a formal definition of the model, a data-flow
based interpretation is proposed.
In this model, a data flow is modelled by three curves, A
such that A(t) represents the cumulative amount of data/bits
sent by the flow up to time t, E such that E(t) represents
the cumulative number of (full) packets sent by the flow up to
time t, and P such that P (a) is the number of (full) packets
in the a first bits of the flow. These three functions are linked
by the relation P ◦ A = E.
While considering the workload generated by a task, E(t)
represents the number of task instances (often called “jobs”)
released up to time t, A(t) represents the total workload
associated to these jobs, and P (a) the number of task instances
associated with the global workload a.
On may wonder why not to derive A from E and individual
packets sizes or task instance workload, that uses a more
intuitive semantics than the one of P . This will be discussed
in Sections IV-C and IV-D.
Naming: The A function represents the amount of data.
In previous network calculus publications, the A was used for
arrival. The P is of course for packet count. The E comes
from the event stream theory.

It is clear that the use of an explicit function E creates
information redundancy, but one of the purposes of this model
is to build an explicit link between network calculus and event
stream theories. Then, existing results in one theory can be
transferred to the other. Moreover, when dealing with contracts, three interval bounding pairs capture more information
than only two, as will be shown in Section V.
Note also that even if, obviously, E can be deduced from A
and P , the converse is not true. First, P can not be deduced
from A and E, in general: if several packets are received at
the same time (when it exists t such that E(t+)−E(t−) ≥ 2),
there is no way to know the individual size of each packet, it
exists an infinite number of P satisfying the relation. Second,
neither can A be deduced from E and P : E represents the
instant of the end of packet arrival, and P the size of individual
packets, but the information of bit arrival rate “inside” each
packet is lost.

Definition 6 (Flow tuple). A flow is modelled by a tuple
hA, E, P i such that
+

+

A:R →R ,

+

E : R → N,

+

P : R → N,

P ◦ A =E.

The three functions, A, E, P are non-decreasing, piecewise
continuous and A(0) = 0. Moreover, the P function is 2surjective.
Corollary 1. For any flow hA, E, P i, P (0) = E(0) = 0.
Proof: By Proposition 1, P (0) = 0, and by definition
E(0) = P (A(0)) = 0.
B. On function domain
We chose a dense time domain, whereas some other realtime models assume a discrete time domain, N. Since a
computer-based system is driven by a discrete clock, a discrete

D. On the packet function and individual packet sizes
We have justified, while giving the definition of a flow, why
it uses the P function, whose semantics is not obvious at first
glance. Here is presented the equivalence between this notion
and the individual packet sizes.
Assume that the data flow is a sequence of packets, the i-th
+
4
packet
Pn having length li . Let L : N → R defined as L(n) =
i=1 li . This cumulative packet size function is equivalent to
the list of individual packets sizes, since li = L(i) − L(i − 1),
but easier to handle in our context.
Definition 7 (Cumulative packet length). A function L : N →
+
R is a cumulative packet length function if
1) it is increasing (n < n0 =⇒ L(n) < L(n0 )),
2) it is null at 0 (L(0) = 0),
3) it is divergent (limn→∞ L(n) = ∞).
Definition 8 (From packet function to cumulative packet
length and back). Let P the operator which maps each
4 One often uses the term “size” of packet, but the letter “s” is commonly
used to denote servers.

Theorem 2 (Equivalence between cumulative packet length
and packet functions). For any cumulative packet length
function L, (L ◦ P)(L) = L.

(P(L))(a)

L(1)

L(2)

This theorem states that cumulative packet length functions and the non-decreasing piecewise continuous 2-surjective
functions are equivalent, that is to say, in our context, that
modelling the packet sizes either by a P or an L function is
equivalent. The proof can be found in [26].

L(3) a

Fig. 3. The packet function built from cumulative length.

cumulative packet length function L to the non-decreasing
piecewise continuous 2-surjective function
def

(P(L))(a) = max {n ∈ N L(n) ≤ a} .

(9)

Let L the operator which maps each non-decreasing piecewise
continuous 2-surjective function to the cumulative packet
length function
n
o
+
def
(L(P ))(n) = inf d ∈ R P (d) ≥ n .
(10)
Note that eq. 10 is equivalent to L(P ) = P −1 .
Note that we could have defined (P(L))(a) as
(min {n L(n) ≥ a} − 1) ∨ 0, which is left-continuous,
whereas the definition used is right-continuous.
We have to prove that the definition is well formed, that
is to say that P(L) is a non-decreasing piecewise continuous
2-surjective function, and that L(P ) is a cumulative packet
length function. To do so, the following Lemma gives the main
arguments. The proof itself can be found in [26].
Lemma 1 (Equivalent definitions of P). Let L be a cumulative
packet length function, and n ∈ N, then:
∀a ∈ [L(n), L(n + 1)) : (P(L))(a) = n
n
o
+
(P(L))(a) = sup x ∈ R L(dxe) ≤ a

V. F LOW CONTRACTS
The real behaviour of a data flow, or request sequence, is in
general unknown, or too complex to be handled. Then, some
contracts, or patterns, on the behaviour are used, involving
often some period, jitter, minimal or maximal size, etc. Such
constraints are called “arrival curves” in network calculus, or
“event model” in event stream theory. Here is defined a notion
of contract that embraces the previous notions.
Definition 9 (Interval bounding tuple of flow). Let hA, E, P i
be a flow, and α, η, π three IBP. Then, the flow hA, E, P i
respects the contract α, α, η, η, π, π if the pairs (α, α), (η, η)
are respectively interval bounding pairs for functions A and
E, and
+

∀a, d ∈ R , a + d ≤ lim A(x) :
x→∞

(13)

π(d) ≤ P (a + d) − P (d) ≤ π(d)
Conversely, the (possibly empty) set of flow satisfying theses
constraints is denoted F(α, η, π).

(11)
(12)

The Figure 3 illustrates the eq. (11). The eq. 12 is useful
since it allows to define the operator P as a pseudo-inverse:
−1
P(L) = (L ◦ d·e) .
Proof: Let L be a cumulative packet length function, and
P = P(L).
For the eq. (11), if a = L(n), n ∈ {n0 L(n0 ) ≤ L(n)},
and since L(n) is increasing, given m > n, L(m) > L(n)
and m ∈
/ {n0 L(n0 ) ≤ L(n)}.
Otherwise, if a ∈ (L(n), L(n + 1)) and to ease readability,
set N = {n ∈ N L(n) ≤ a}.
Then, L(n) ≤ a, so n ∈ N , and n ≤ max N = P (a).
Consider m = n+1: a < L(m), so m ∈
/ N , so m > max N
i.e. n + 1 > P (a).
Combining n + 1 > P (a) ≥ n leads to P (a) = n.
For eq n
(12), pick some a, keepothe same definition of N and
+
set X = x ∈ R L(dxe) ≤ a . Given n ∈ N , dne = n so
n ∈ X , i.e. N ⊆ X and max N ≤ sup X . Conversely, given
x ∈ X , it exists n ∈ N (consider n = dxe) such that x ≤ n.
Then, sup X ≤ max N .

The semantics of α and η are quite intuitive: they are lower
and upper bounds on the amount of data or event received
on some interval. The semantics of π deserves a discussion:
π could be counter-intuitive since a flow with large packets
will have a smaller π function than a flow with small packets.
The mathematical reason is that P is the pseudo-inverse of the
packet length function L, as presented in Section IV-D. The
semantics of π could be the following: imagine that there exists
an “end of packet” delimiter in the data flow just after each
packet. Then, given any slice of a trace of length a, π(a) and
π(a) are respectively lower and upper bounds on the number
of “end of packet” delimiters than can be found in the slice.
Once defined this contract notion, this section will show
how to automatically tighten these contracts using algebraic
properties, and using information on some functions to get a
better characterisation of the other ones.
First, the equations (14) and (15) allow to tighten a contract,
pair per pair. Second, the Theorems 4, 5 and 6 allow to
transfer information from two contracts on the third one.
Combining all these results with eq. (16) enables to build a
sequence of contracts, converging to a fixpoint.
Theorem 3 (Tightening contracts). Let α, α0 , η, η 0 , φ, φ0 three

interval bounding pairs functions. Then
F(α, α, η, η, π, π) = F(α∗ , α∗ , η ∗ , η ∗ , π ∗ , π ∗ )
 
F(α, α, η, η, π, π) = F(α, α, η , bηc , dπe , bπc)
F(α, α, η, η, π, π) ∩ F(α0 , α0 , η 0 , η 0 , π 0 , π 0 ) =
0

0

0

0

0

0

F(α ∨ α , α ∧ α , η ∨ η , η ∧ η , π ∨ π , π ∧ π )

(14)
(15)

Consider now the upper bound, by definition of π
(16)

The eq. (15) allows to restrict values of bounds on P and
E to integer values. We may have enforced it by setting N
as the image of these functions in the definitions, but when
implementing tools, it may be easier to handle functions with
+
real values5 . Then, the formal model allows to use R as
image and also to restrict it to N.
Proof: The eq. (14) and (16) are a direct application of
Theorem 1.
 
Consider first the restriction to η , bηc. Let hA, E, P i ∈
+
F(α, α, η, η, π, π) and t, d ∈ R . Since E(t), E(t + d) ∈ N,
and E is non-decreasing, then E(t + d) − E(t)
∈ N. So,

η(d) ≤ E(t + d) − E(t) ≤ η(d) implies η (d)
 E(t +
 ≤
(d) and
Conversely,
since
η(d)
≤
η
d) − E(t) ≤ bηc(d).

η(d) ≥ bηc (d), η (d) ≤ E(t + d) − E(t) ≤ bηc (d) =⇒
η(d) ≤ E(t
  + d) − E(t) ≤ η(d). Then F(α, α, η, η, π, π) ⊆
F(α, α, η , bηc , π, π). The restriction on dπe , bπc is done
the same way.
Theorem 4 (Bounding event count from data and packet
bounds). Let α, π two IBP. Then
F(α, ·, π) ⊆ F (α, (π ◦ α, π ◦ α) , π) .

(17)

This theorem allows, for each flow hA, E, P i, to compute
an IBP for E from the ones for A and P .
Example of event count with linear arrival: Consider a
1
flow made of packets
 a  of maximal size 3 and minimal size 2 .
Then, π(a) = 3 and π(a) = b2ac. Consider that the flow
throughput is at most 2 and at least 15 , leading to α(t) = 5t and
α(t) = 2t. Then, the Theorem 4 states that b4tc is an upper
bound on the number of event: since the maximal rate is 2
per time unit, the flow cansend one packet of size 12 every 14
t
time unit. Conversely, 15
is a lower bound: it may take 15
time units to send a packet of size 3 with a throughput of 15 .
Proof: Let hA, E, P i ∈ F(α, ·, π) a flow. Given t, ∆ ∈
+
R , by definition of a flow,
E(t + ∆) − E(t) = P (A(t + ∆)) − P (A(t)).
By definition of α and α
α(∆) ≤ A(t + ∆) − A(t) ≤ α(∆)
⇐⇒ α(∆) + A(t) ≤ A(t + ∆) ≤ α(∆) + A(t)
then, since P is a non-decreasing function
P (α(∆) + A(t)) ≤ P (A(t + ∆)) ≤ P (α(∆) + A(t)).
5 For

Now, add −P (A(t)) to each term
(
P (α(∆) + A(t)) − P (A(t)) ≤ P (A(t + ∆)) − P (A(t)),
P (A(t + ∆)) − P (A(t)) ≤ P (α(∆) + A(t))) − P (A(t)).

example, consider two period flow, one sendingone
5
 packet every
 
time unit, and the other every 7 time unit. Then, η 1 = 5· and η 1 = 7·
0
are two upper bounds on the event number with values in N and η 1 (t) =
+
t
+ 1, η 02 (t) = 7t + 1 are two others, wider, with values in R . But the sum
5
of the two last ones is easier to represent in computer than the sum of the
two first ones.

P (α(∆) + A(t))) − P (A(t)) ≤ π(α(∆)).
The same way, for the lower bound:
P (α(∆) + A(t))) − P (A(t)) ≥ π(α(∆)).
Then, E ∈ F(π ◦ α, π ◦ α), and hA, E, P i
F (α, (π ◦ α, π ◦ α) , π).

∈

Theorem 5 (Bounding data amount from event and packet
bounds). Let η, π two interval bounding pairs, then



(18)
F(·, η, π) ⊆ F π −1 ◦ η, π −1 ◦ η , η, π .
Proof: Let hA, E, P i ∈ F(α, ·, π) a flow. From relation
P ◦ A = E, it comes P −1 (E) ≤ A ≤ P −1 (E). Then, given
+
t, ∆ ∈ R :
A(t + ∆) − A(t) ≤ P −1 (E(t + ∆)) − P −1 (E(t))

(19)

by definition of η, and monotony of P −1
≤ P −1 (E(t) + η(∆)) − P −1 (E(t)) (20)
and from Prop. 5, eq. (8),
≤ π −1 (η(∆))

(21)

The proof for the lower bound is done the same way.
Example of arrival curve with unit model: Consider a
flow sending one packet of size one every time instant. That is
to say E(t) = btc and P (d) = bdc. It admits IBP η = π = d·e,
and η = π = b·c. What can be the arrival curve of such a flow?
One may expect to get no more than one unit of data per unit
of time (A = d·e), but it is not necessarily the case.
Applying Thm. 5 leads to the arrival curve α = π −1 ◦ η =
d·e + 1, enabling a burst of one packets in null time and two
packets on any interval of arbitrary small length  > 0.
Using sub-additive closure, one may enhance slightly the
∗
result, and consider (α) = (d·e + 1) ∧ δ0 , but it still allows
the arrival of two packets in any interval of arbitrary small
length. This is somehow counter intuitive.
But it may happen, up to some . Keep in mind that E
is increased when a packet is fully received. One can build a
flow A that send one “full” packet of size 1 each time unit but
that can send 2 −  data on some interval of width : see the A
drawn in Figure 4 with some linear slopes to connect the points
A(0) = 0, A(1 − ) = , A(1 + ) = 2 − , A(3 − ) = 2 + ,
etc.
Theorem 6 (Bounding packet sizes from event and data
bounds). Let α, η two interval bounding pairs, then



F(α, η, ·) ⊆ F α, η, η l ◦ α −1 , η r ◦ α −1 .
(22)
The proof can be found in [26].

π = η = d·e

π = b·c

E = P = b·c

A1 , E1 , P1
S

A, E, P

A2 , E2 , P2
Fig. 7. Aggregation.

π −1

π −1 ◦ η

such that
A

A0 = P −1 ◦ P ◦ A,

E 0 = E,

P 0 = P.

Proof: We have to prove that hA0 , E 0 , P 0 i defined as
above is a flow. In particular, we need to prove that P 0 (A0 ) =
E 0 , that is P ◦ P −1 ◦ P ◦ A = P ◦ A. This holds according to
Proposition 4 since P is right-continuous.
Fig. 4. Example of periodic constant size packet.

A, E, P

S

A0 , E 0 , P 0

Fig. 5. Packetizer.

VI. A PPLICATION : MODELING PACKETIZERS AND

Remark 1. If P is not right-continuous, the above property
may not hold.
For instance,
for P= d·e, we have P (1.5) = 2


whereas P ◦ P −1 ◦ P (1.5) = P ◦ P −1 (2) = P (1) = 1.
Proposition 6 (Contract at packetizer output). Given a
flow hA, E, P i ∈ F (α, η, π) entering a packetizer, and let
hA0 , E 0 , P 0 i be the output, then



hA0 , E 0 , P 0 i ∈ F π −1 ◦ η, π −1 ◦ η , η, π .
+

AGGREGATION

Once defined the model and its main intrinsic properties,
this section presents two basic applications, the modelling of
a packetizer, and its interval bounding tuple, and the same for
aggregation of two flows.
A. Packetizer
A packetizer, as in Figure 5, takes as input a flow and
outputs another flow with the same packets but in which data
are released only when a full input packet is received. An
example of input and output is displayed in Figure 6.
Definition 10. A packetizer maps any input flow hA, E, P i
such that P is right-continuous to an output flow hA0 , E 0 , P 0 i

A

E

P

A0

E0

P0

Proof: For any t, δ ∈ R , A0 (t + δ) − A0 (t) = P −1 ◦
E(t + δ) − P −1 ◦ E(t) and since E(t + δ) − E(t) ≤ η(δ) and
P −1 is non-decreasing, we then have
A0 (t + δ) − A0 (t) ≤ P −1 (E(t) + η(δ)) − P −1 (E(t))
≤ π −1 (η(δ))
by Prop. 5, eq (6). The proof for the lower bound is similar.
B. Aggregation
Aggregation takes two flows A1 , E1 , P1 and A2 , E2 , P2 as
input and immediately puts their packets in a common output
flow A, E, P . This is pictured in Figure 7. In network calculus,
as in the event stream theory, the aggregation of two flows is
defined as the sum of the modelling functions, that is A =
A1 + A2 and E = E1 + E2 .
The definition of P is less obvious. Of course, for A, E, P to
be a flow according to Definition 6, P must satisfy P ◦A = E,
that is P (A1 + A2 ) = E1 + E2 = P1 (A1 ) + P2 (A2 ). However,
this does not precisely define P , particularly when A1 and
A2 present discontinuities, which happens for instance when
they are taken as output of packetizers. As we would like to
keep the fact that the packets in the ouput flow are just an
interleaving of the one in the two input flows, we additionally
require that L := L (P ) is an interleaving of L1 := L (P1 ) and
L2 := L (P2 ). We thus end up with the following definition.
Definition 11 (Aggregation). Aggregation maps any two input flows (A1 , E1 , P1 ) and (A2 , E2 , P2 ) to an output flow
(A, E, P ) such that

Fig. 6. Example of input hA, E, P i and output hA0 , E 0 , P 0 i for a packetizer.

A = A1 +A2 , E = E1 +E2 , P (A1 +A2 ) = P1 (A1 )+P2 (A2 )

and there exists ϕ1 , ϕ2 : N → N such that for all n ∈ N,
0 ≤ ϕ1 (n + 1) − ϕ1 (n) ≤ 1, ϕ2 (n) = n − ϕ1 (n) and
P = P (L (P1 ) (ϕ1 (n)) + L (P2 ) (ϕ2 (n))) .
Intuitively, ϕ1 (n) (resp. ϕ2 (n)) denotes the number of
packets taken from the first (resp. second) flow among the
first n packets of the output flow.
Proposition 7 (Contract on aggregation output). Given two
flows hA1 , E1 , P1 i ∈ F (α1 , η1 , π1 ) and hA2 , E2 , P2 i ∈
F (α2 , η2 , π2 ), and let hA, E, P i be one aggregation, then



hA, E, P i ∈ F α1 + α2 , η1 + η2 , π1 ∗ π2 , dπ1 ∗ π2 e .
A proof can be found in [26]
VII. C ONCLUSION
As presented in the introduction, we were looking for a
model that embeds the flow models of network calculus, based
on data amount, and event stream theory, based on event count.
The first step was to define a suitable model: such a model
has been presented with the justifications of the choices (Section IV). Moreover, the “robustness” of the model has been
tested, on the intrinsic properties of the model (Section V), and
on its ability to formally model the packetization and the aggregation flows (Section VI). The results involve compositions,
convolutions, and have required some work on pseudo-inverses
of functions. Such operations have been implemented for the
ultimately pseudo-periodic class of functions [27], except the
composition, which is a on-going work.
We now plan to test the accuracy of this model on some
realistic examples, and especially some where the resource
consumption is a function of both the workload and the number of requests: for example, some switch where the memory
allocation is done by blocks of size b, i.e. the memory used to
store a packet of size s is b sb . An accurate bound requires
both packet sizes and the number of packets. Another example
is a gateway that performs some data format conversion: in this
case, the task workload is a constant, plus a part proportional to
the packet size. Moreover, such a gateway often extracts some
payload, removing some header, and forwards the payload
with a new header. This model is also designed to model such
header change.
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